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Short-term market: S&P 500 – 12 years

July 20202

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management; past performance does not guarantee future results.

Consolidations or trading ranges are normal for the market, especially after a
period of volatility, and we think that is a possible trend for the months ahead
on the S&P 500. The daily volatility may remain high but the longer-term
bullish trend remains intact in our estimation, and after several months of
trading in a range we are looking for the long-term uptrend to continue. A
possible range of 2600–3100 is what we expect with a good general entry
zone in the low end of the range.
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Long-term market cycles 1925–2020
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Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management; past performance does not guarantee future results

16- to 18-year
secular bear market Long-term growth rate 

of about 8%  
(plus dividends)

16- to 18-year 
secular bear market

The long-term secular bull market remains intact after the sharp drop and recovery
this year and despite the magnitude of the decline the duration of the move fits more
like the pullback and recovery of 1987 than the prolonged bear trends of the 2000s
or the 1970s. These sharper pullbacks have been relatively rare over time but have
resulted in major bottoms and opportunities when they occur with the current drop
being a similar low for the longer term, in our opinion. Technical measures of stock
weakness and investor sentiment reached similar oversold levels in 2020 that have
been common at major market low points.

16- to 18-year 
secular bear market
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The 4X13 month moving averages are still tilted to
the downside after the market drop in March and
the subsequent recovery, which leaves the
indicator in “bear territory.” However, further
trading around the current area of 25,000 on the
DJIA would see the averages move into a flat and
alternating condition similar to 2015–2016. The
unusually high volatility of the markets this year
has made the indicator less reliable than it was
during past cycles.

DJIA with 4-month and 13-month moving averages
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Bullish trend indicated when 4 mo. crosses above 13 mo.

Bearish trend indicated when 4 mo. crosses below 13 mo.
4-month moving average

13-month moving average
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Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management; past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Investor sentiment – 30 years

5

Percentage of bullish investors
(Right-hand scale)

S&P 500
(Left-hand scale)

The level of bullish investor sentiment has been working lower in recent
months even as the market has recovered. Major long-term market tops are
usually accompanied by a high level of optimism which suggests to us that
the recent market drop will eventually lead to another big move to the upside.

The American Association of Individual
Investors is an organization that polls its
members weekly on whether they believe
the market will be up, down, or unchanged,
six months in the future. This is a graph
showing the percentage of the members
who gave a bullish response, measured with
a 50-week moving average in red plotted
against the S&P 500 in black. These
surveys began in 1988.

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management
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TSX Composite – 12 years
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Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management

TSX relative performance to the S&P 500

The TSX has rallied back up to fill the gap up to near 16,000 which could be
the high zone for the next several months with good support and a possible
pullback to around 14,000 coming soon. An overall range between those
levels could hold the index for the next several months and we think can be
positioned accordingly.
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Currencies – 5-year trends
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Charts courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management

The U.S. dollar is at the low end of the range of the past two
years and will likely hold here and remain in the same range
for the rest of the year. The trend is fairly steady and clear, in
our opinion, despite the opinions to the contrary.
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The Canadian dollar has peaked at the resistance at
0.76 for now and will likely trade in a 0.73–0.76 range
for the next several months, but we think the overall
long-term trend remains neutral.



S&P sectors & market indexes cycle positions
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Source - RBC Wealth Management

Relative positioning of major sectors within their individual cycles
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This chart illustrates where we see the various larger 
sectors and themes technically in their long-term 
trends. The sectors can cycle over periods of months 
but generally take a few years to complete their cycles 
with some areas going through bull and bear phases 
more quickly than others.
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Select groups cycle positions
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Source - RBC Wealth Management

Our relative positioning of groups of interest within their individual bull 
and bear cycles
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Gold – 12 years
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Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management

Gold is continuing to trade in a bullish trend with some resistance around the 1800 level
that may take a few months to get through. The next area of resistance beyond 1800
would be to the 2000–2100 area. The move on the metal is in the later stages of the
long-term bull market as we see it, and we think that the risk is now rising with the higher
prices and as more investors develop bullish opinions on gold.
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Oil – 9 years
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Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management

Oil has “filled the gap” back to the $40 level that we believe will be
the high end of a $20–$40 range that oil could trade in for the next
few years. Past trading patterns for oil suggest to us that wide but
mostly sideways trading ranges have been common for oil over time,
and it appears to us that those boundaries have now been set for the
longer term with many oil-related securities likely to be performing in
a similar manner.
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Stocks vs. commodities – 60 years

12 July 2020

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management

The CRB Index is a basket of commodities consisting of about
40% energy, 30% agricultural, and 30% metals in its composition,
and over long periods tends to move in the opposite direction of
stocks, as this chart illustrates. The 70%+ drop on the CRB over
the past 10 years combined with the low interest rates suggest to
us that inflation could remain low for years with the stock market
continuing to benefit from the low CRB and interest rate trends.

Commodity prices rising

Stock prices rising
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10-year Treasury note yield for 150 years
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Chart courtesy of MultPL.com and RBC Wealth Management

Decades-long “bottoming 
periods” are possible.

There is still no definitive bottoming pattern on the chart for the 10-year treasury yield
that has been declining for the past 35 years. After such long downward trends it is
normal to go through a bottoming process that spreads out over a long time period
that may mean a low range for rates for many years. On the upside, we believe the
resistance level for the 10-year yield is in the 1.9%–2.0% area with initial support
now around the 0.5% area for a lower-for-longer range for the foreseeable future.
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